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THOR HULTCREN LEO WOLMAN
RAU'J4 A. YOUNGBETWEEN 1879 and1939the output of finished COflUUO(h-
ties destiiied for consumption within the United States
increased almost eightfold. Since population increased
only some two and one-half times, the per capita gain is
notable. The shifts in the proportions of the various fin-
ished commodities produced are also striking. At the begin-
ning of the period durable conunodities constitutedless
than one-fifth of the total; at the end they constituted al-
most one-third. It is with these increases andshifts, as well as
with short term fluctuations, that this paper ischiefly
concerned.
We define 'Finished' conmiodities as all products of farm-
ing, fishing, mining, and manufacturing that havereached
the stage at which they will be used by ultimate consumers
without further fabrication. \Ve consider 'finished' also
such commodities as machinery and equipment intended
for multiple use in production and with an average lifeof
three or more years. But we do not include construction
materials; their inclusion would of course affect both the
relative importance and the variations of the durable
groups.
'The word 'finished' does not apply solely to thedegree
of processing; it indicates as well the use to which anarticle
is put. Flour, for example, is considered finished ifit is to
be consumed in households, in institutions, in serviceestab-
lishments like hotels, or in governmental agencies or enter-
prises;it is considered unfinished if it is to be consinued
I Al though ideally commodities going to insti tutionil and scrvice pttI
chasers and governmental agencies should be treated separately,the data
preclude segregation or eveit a satislactor) estimate of the amounts involved.
In most years the output of linished commodities destinedfor these groups
has been small. but (luring the it.-i8 War piircliaes liv govcrnnselmtalone
of food, clothing. an(I other stipplies were substantial. That the repercus-
sions of these purchases were felt also iii later years is indicated by govern-
ment receipts of inure than a billion dollars Irotii theresale of commodities
during the early iqao's. ibis was a realiiatioii of appioximnatch o per cent
of the original cost (J. M. Clark.The Costsofthe lVoild IFar to the Ameri-






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by a factory engagediii niakiiig bread or other products For
which flmii- isa iaw Ilialci ial. A barrel of apples destinedfor
home COflStIfllption is iIlCIti(lCd in our estimates of finished
COlflflll)ditjcs, Whereasa simi Jar bairdof aJ)ples shiJ)ped
to the commercial bakeryis exd tided.
To (IiIlerdn(iatc betweenfinished and unfinishedcorn-
mo(hties was oftenHot easy, and further It) classifyfinished
coninlo(Iitjes into detailedminor groups was Sometimes lif-
ficult. These and otherliliutalions, as wellas the Sources and
the inetJlo(js OfC.S( ilnate, are diSCUSSCd in theApJ)Cfl(IiX.
Our eStimatesare in terms of inanufacttir-or produc-
ers' 'alLIatjo)ij, thatis, prices (J hoLed f.o.k ftctoiy, farm,or
injne, and have beeii(OffIeçtcoI to CX(lhi(ICCXJ)Orts and to
ifl(:lhl(fc illII)Orts. lwti-SCtS of J)i UCS are Used: thosecurrent
at he tiTHe 0)1 J)ro(ItictIon (or sh ipitien t) and thoseJfl Cvai I- ing (hiring 1() I 3.
For the estimates incurrent prices (Tablei A and Chart i) several thousandmanufactui-ecl commodities andlarge nunibcrs of agricultural,mineral, marine, andforest prod-
ucts were first classjfje(jas finished or unlinisimeofFinished
commodities were thenclassified into forty-fourminor groups and subgroups (Table
).Finally, the forty-four
minor groups were combinedinto fourmajor grotij)s: con-
sLiflicis' I)erishable,scm 'durable and I urabje,and produ(-- ers' durable. Consuniers'perishable comilio(Jitiesustiahly last less than sixmonths (foods, stationeryfuels, etc.); con-
sHiners' semidurable, sixmonths to threeyears (clothing, shoes, light 11ousefui-njljg5etc.). Duraj)jeConhiflodities usually lastingmore than three years.are djvjde(l into two
major groups consumers' (lilt-aole (household furnitill-c, heavyhousefurnisl1i1jg5passenger cars, etc.) andproducers'
riot rrncrc(I iii our C'tiIIi;IIes lucyale relict led ilniiI-e(tis iiihit' (I)lflI)O..IlIulI of intiuistij;jioutiMht.
2 Sinotii eslilliale, ate lintiiiteriiiof the Iiii;ii (O'tII)iihiiiii,iit-n- 'Ihlilers, theale 111)1 directly comf)aI-aI)icvi th thioin (ci?n,,,odjt- and Capital FormaIjVoL One, Part %'iIi,or in Bulletj,i
4durable (industrial machinery, farm equipment,office anti
store equipment, etc.).
rhe estimates in 191prices (Table i C andChart i)
were derived by dividing therespective current price fig-
ures for each of the forty-fourminor groups by appropriate
price indexes and adding to make major group aggregates.
Composite price indexes (Table i B) were thencomputed
by dividing the major group totals in currentprices by the
corresponding aggregates in mqmprices. The composite
indexes therefore reflect changes in the relativeimportance
of the minor groups within each major group.
TABLE 1
output and Price Indexes
Major Groups of Finished Commodities Destined
for Domestic Consumption,1879,1889_193q 1
5
S
I: C 0 NS U Mi.KS' PROIM CFRc' ALl.
Semi- DLIKARL. FINISI1IO
i'erishahle titirable 1)uiatilc (()M 510011 11.5
A OUTPUT. PROI)t'CERS CURRLNt IKICIS
I :879 1,996 828 304 313 3,441
1
1889 2,906 "33 499 513
r :8çi0 2.705 1,11) 562 5.002
1891 2.965 1,197 66 5,285
1892 2.909 1,256 579 587
1893 3,314 1,124 496 566 5.500
y 1894 2.916 971 429 I3 1.752
1895 3,119 1.115 498 496 5.228
iSq6 2,944 1,065 475 5,9 5.003
1' 1897 3.223 ''5I 506 493 5.376
5, :89.8 3.432 1.176 529 572 5,71)9
0 1399 3,821 1,374 6 7 6,86
1900 4,101 1.166 659 895 7,121
1901 4,620 1,528 719 914 7,781
1902 4,765 I,(1i4 7$6 1,063 8,228
1003 5,013 1,735 826 1,129 8.703
MI
1904 ,i68 1.7.16 827 9.93 8.73.1
1905 5404 1,925 955 1.167 915'
I' ,006 5,913 2,244 1,130 1,466 10,753
Ill' 1907 6,453 2.310 1,178 1,583 11,524











































N SI) N E R 5 PRODUCHtS'
Semi- DURABLI.
durable Durable




2,447 l.2l3 1,243 11,825
2,417 1.332 1,524 12,659
2.57) 1.339 1,348 12,749
2.754 1,538 1.635 14.028
2,900 1,675 1,827 14,632
2,710 1.570 1478 14,054
2,636 1,700 1,570 13,986
3.574 2,396 2,526 18,389
4.791 2,799 3,782 24,546
6,076 2.647 5,450 29,980
6.770 3.921 3.338 33.264
7,020 4.076 3,344 34,032
7,873 4,899 5.277 37,285
5,632 3.270 2,939 25,864
6,3 14 4.056 2,96.1 27,393
7.230 5,367 4,395 32,168
6,40, 5.034 3.948 30,957
7.'3I 5,785 4.256 34,046
7.296 6,109 4,668 35,858
7.391 5.436 4.320 34411
7.383 5.936 4,662 35,892
7.458 6,312 5.628 37,782
6,o69 4,273 4.328 31.260
1.931 3,252 2,628 24.243
3,526 2.047 1,399 17.727
2.321 1.487 '.-l54
4.502 3,307 2.371 23,167
4.938 4,257 2,978 26,745
4.776 5.158 4.085 30,258










86.6 IO2.2 83.2 95.4 90,4
88.3 95.6 81.9 88.2 8g.











84.7 90.5 74.8 78.4 84.,I











1894 76.3 80. 72.3 78.2 76.9
1895 75.0 77.' 674 72.2 74-1
:896 70.9 75.5 63.8 66.i 70.6
1897 72.0 75.5 63.0 75.9 72.1
1898 74.9 77.3 67.5 82.5 75.3
1899 75-I 8i.o 70.0 88.i 77.2
1900 80.2 86.7 77.0 90.0 82.3
1901 79.6 8i.g 77.5 88.o 80.g
1902 81.1 83.5 79.9 89.7 8.1.2
1903 85. 86.o 82.7 86.2 81.1
86.o 83.5 88.8 S.8
1905 86.9 90.5 85.3 8q.7 87.8
1906 81.9 98.2 8g. 90.6 88.6
1907 897 102.6 97.7 93.6 93-I
1908 92.3 96.0 96.6 93.'
1909 96.9 99.3 09-1 91-3 96.4
1910 100.0 100.9 93.5 95.3 qS,8
1911 96.2 974 95.8 99.1
1912 102.8 98.6 96.2 97.6 ioo.6
1913 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1914 101.4 96.5 91-I 100.3 .9.5
1915 103.7 96.5 90.3 106.1 100.7
1916 120.6 117.6 90.4 120.5 115.0
1917 i6i.i 161.1) .00.8 145.5 118.5
1918 182.8 206.2 121.9 175.7 '77.7
1919' 199.9 212..I 136.1 185.0 189.3
l919 196.5 219.0 181.1 188.0
1920 2134 265.6 .57.8 207.2
1921 146.5 173.8 139.8 161.5 152.7
1922 541.2 163.2 113.4 1j.2 139.8
1923 147.7 177.6 108.2 138.7 143.1
1924 '43.5 164.9 io8. 131.8 138.8
1925 154.3 I 6o.o 103.3 135.0 141.0
1926 154.3 150.4 g8.R 138.3
1927 116.9 1374 19.1.0 138.5 135.1
1928 150.0 131.7 105.4 136.5 '31-9
1929 '17-4 130.7 o6 131.1 133.0
1930 '35.' 122.0 10.1.3 125.6 126.0
1931 I 11.1 109.2 117.2 II1.3
1932 96.7 93.6 98.0 112.() '17.3
1933 950 105.0 96.8 10.1.6 979
1934 107.8 120.6 98.5 107.6 io8.60
C 0 NS 11MFRS I'R0fl(cjI' ALL
Semi. 01 RSIILF F I \ ISI III)
1 u rahic Durable IOU ftflflric
'9l
8
()ITI'I Il'R()1)(CI:Rs' l() 13 I'Rl(:l'
814) 3li5 328 3.8417
009 (il5 5.700
I .264) 6,'
I .292 678 697 6. ii; i
73' 731 6.167 I,2 61 72)
1.207
557 6,i 7()
1.1.16 77 687 7.028
'.4l0 711 787 74)92
1.328 803 619
1.521 782 693 777





2.016 998 1.310 10.315










2,2 16 1,016 i.iGi
12.358
10.911
2,165 '31' 1.318 12.265
2.91)6 1.599 12,80,8























































.20.6 90.8 1(12.)) I 12.5
132.6 91.9 112.1 117.5
121.2 93.3 II.3 112.1











1919. 8,8oC 0 SUSIFIl S I'RODUCLkS ALL.
SemI- DUR.%LILF FIxISIIEI'
}'eli'.l,4b1Cdurable ilitiable (.OMMODI I US





















Estimates were wade also for the 'gearsbetwecil 1879211(1.889. but iixausC
of their lower order of rciiahilit. aretised only for consputillg average
anuittal rates of glowlil over theentire sixty years and decade .,seragesill
later tables.
Since the series for tileears afterII9 are not strictlycomparable with
those for earlier years. Iwo setsof figures are given for 1919. Thedifferences
are so small as to allowthe series to be (.')nsideredaj)proximatcly coIltillUOUs.
The selection of 1913252 i)2SCis not to w coiist,tied2Sindicating a normal
year; that year was clioseiiIWCaIISC it fell almost at the centerof the period
and because many of the avaiIal)Ieprice indexes were already oil a 1913l,ase_
Rates of Growl/s andChanges in Corn position
In current prices thetotal output of linishecicommodities
increased from i379 to t95t) at anannual rate of 4 per cent;
the long term rise inthe p1-ice index of allfinished coin-
modiUes reduced the rate to 3.2per cent in 1913 prices
(Table 2). But even the lowerrate means adoubling of
output every 22 years.Meanwhile, population was increas-
ing at an averageannual rate of only 1.3 per cent;in other
words, it rose only 260 percent in (10 years.
9
2.964 3.105 2,91(1 '7.999
3,240 2,340 1,78(1 16.440
3.868 2,192 19.594)
4.072 4,462 3,170 22,478
3,882 4.4)39 2,929 22,304
4,458 5.598 3.152 24.41
4,850 6,i8 3,374 25.936
,377 5,227 3.119 25.478
5,605 5,63( 3,.j16 26.549
5,707 5,932 4.294 28.405
4,974 4,096 3,463 2(812
(.317 3.257 2,212 21.790
18,218 3,763 2.090 1.239
3,594 2.348 1.121 18.857
3,733 3,358 2.203 21.341
I.'43 4-5l 2.991 23.583
.94io .68i .1,005 26,891
4,2)7 6,250 4.194 283)45
4,041 3.981 3.242 25.11)8
4.4)49 5,253 3.809 29.061a
The rates for both(tillable groups exceed(.OIISiderably those forI lie11011(1 Lila fIle,lI1(ltllC late forCOIISUJflCFS' (ttlrabk is highestof all. Growingat an average alliltialrate ofper cent, (OHSLIIIICIS'durable Commodityoutput in cur- rent prices gainedlilore than one-thirdagain as rapidlyas nondurable Measurcineiltin 1913prices removes the long terni price rises ofsome 10 to 20 percent, thereby reducing the rates ofgrowth of allgroups. Nevertheless,SIUCC dur- able Comnto(hjtjes1-USC lC5 111 price titanother COIllIIloditjc5, the ifltergrotl1)differences aregreater. The rate of7 P'
TABLE 2
A%eragc AziuualRate of Growth,18791939
and PerceniageI)istribt1tl011i 879. i
1879_1888, atid1929-_I 98, Output of Fillishied ColIlnioditics
C 0 N S1'SI R S PRO- ALl. Pet jsh.Semi.
Dl.CERS HNISHFD ;iblc (1111aI)IcDi,rit>lcI)URABLE









































































I'Ro1)lJCFkS1913PRICLscent for consumers'durable products in 1913prices. which
is only slightly belowthat for Output in currentprices, is
almost two-thirds higherthan the rates [or thenondurable
groups, which fallfar short of thecorresponding rates in
currcflt prices.
The higher rates for thedurable groups meanthat corn-
modi ties in these categoriesincreased in relative importance
over the sixdecades (Table 2). Theshare of consumers'
durable products alone incurrent prices rosefrom 8.8 per
cent in 1879 to i6.o percent in i j39;in 191prices from 9.6
to i8.i per cent;that of producers'durable rose from 9.1 to
13.8 and 8.6 to 13.1iii current and 1913prices respective!)'.
Similar shifts are observedwhen terminal decades arecom-
pared, although for thedecade 1929-38, whichinclU(ICS the
great depressioflthey are somewhat lesspronounced.3
From the shifts in thecompositiofl of total outputit may
be inferred that theproductive structure ofthe economy
changed fundamentallY.Some understandingof tile changes
is gained throughstudy of the moredetailed commodity
classification in Table '.Here it is apparentimmediately
that most of the increasein total consumers'durable com-
modities was due not to arisc in the output ofolder products
but to the remarkabledevelopment of three newclasses:
autOnlOtiVe equipmeflthousehold electricalapplianCes and
radios. To some extentthese new classes maybe said to have
superseded some older onesmotorvehicles and parts taking
the place of horse-drawnvehicles;electrical appliaflCCS of
non-electrical; radios,of musical instrumentsand phono-
3 InclusiOn of transportationcharges and distrilnitivemark-ups reduces the
percentage share ofthe producrs' durablegroup. For thedecade 1929-38
the tour commodity groups.measured at final cost toultimate conS(IU1es
in current prices,averaged ri.8, 20.8, 14.5.and 9.9 per cent of thetetal.
The importance ofprodUCCra durablecommodities would thus seemto be
slightly exaggerated bymeasurement at producers'prices instead of fimmal
cost. But the effects onthe relative movementsof thearioUS groups are
probably very small.















1889 1939 18891931) Consumers' Perishable,Toiil 2,450.9I 7,119.8 57.52 ia Food & kindred prod.,mid. 1,198.69,279.8 28.1326.66 ib Food & kindredprod., noninhl. 836.63.770.1) 1(1.6310.83 2Cigars.cigareues. & lol)acco 'lii.'I.2838 3783.69 3 Drug, toilet, & householdprep;natioIls(ilo 931.0 1.132(18 Magazines.new'papers, statiolUE% &
supplies & misc.paper prod.
I I-I (,11.2 1 Ma1.8.1 a Fuel & lighting prod.,mid.
19.61,219(1 I.'')3.5(1 5b Nournid. fuels
66.4 290.8 I .5))0.84
Consumers' Seinitluraldc,lot.il 980.66162.9 23.019I 6 Dry goods &nottons
2724 76(1.2 6.392.24) 7Clothing & persoiialfurnishings
159-53.993-I 10.78''-17
8Shoes & other tootwear
20).9 (129.2 .1.812.67
q1-lousciurnishingsisemitlurable) 24.2 .)03.() (1.37i.i6 10 Toys. games. &sporting goods 19.6 216.1 0.160.62
I ITires & tubes
354.6 14)2
Consumers' Durable,Total
41)1.85.70.1.0 943i6. 12Household furniture
79.3 ia Healing & cooking
apparatus & house-






04)1 131) Electricalhousehold appliauccs& supplies
2552 073 ic Radios
280.2 o.8o
1.1}Iouseittrnislizngs (durable)
77.2 623.8 m.Sii.8o (:hin & householduteiisil 38.8 255.5 0.91 (1.73
JOMusical instrutnents
21.2 79.9 0.500.23
17Jewelry, silverware,clocks & watches 38.9 332.8 1.380.96 i8Printing & publishing:books 268 169.9 0.68 19 Luggage
8.9 0.214).')) 202 Passenger ehictcs,motor
2.1.199 6. iS oh Motor vehicleaccessories








1.2 22.7 0.03 4)4)7
23Ophlhalmic products& artificial limbs
74-1 0.040.21
24Monuments &tonibstones
Il-I 42.2 0.270.12All Finished Commodities 4,261.051,812.0100.00 100.00
'Included with [ann equipment.
graphs. But they soon came to exceed in valueof output the
peaks previously reached by the older classes.The value of
passenger cars and replacement partsaveragcd more than
$2.6 billion or almost 8 per cent of allfinished commodities
fl 1929 and 1939. Thecontribution of electrical appliances
and radios was smaller; their average valuein 1929 and 1039,
million, constituted only 1.5 per cent oftotal output.
The rise of the automotive industry notonly altered the
composition of the consumers' durable groupbut also was
rellected in the other major commodity groups:in the
perishable group, by the pronounced rise inmanufactured
petroleum products. in the sernidurable, bythat in tires and
tubes, and in the producers' durable group,by the more
obvious increases in trucks and tractorsand by the partly
concealed increases in the machinery groupthat must have
resulted from the demand for specialautomotive machinery











Producers' Durable, Total 427.85,025.3 10.041444
Industrial machinery & equipment 111.6t,80.8 3.325.18
25b Tractors






27 Farm equipment '75.6 .165.9 1.771.34
28Office & store machinery & equipment 5.9 1914 0.14 0.5(1
29Offi& store furniture & fiullres 20.8 235.7 049o.68
oLocomotives & rr. cars 6i.8 199.9 1450.57
31Ships & boats 22.0 158.8 0.520.46
322 Business vehicles, motor 471.3 1.35
321) Business vehicles. horsetlrawn 23.2 0.54 .
Airaaft 734 0.21
Professional & scientific equipment 2.2 802 0.050.23
35Carpenters & mechanirs' tools 17.1 1021) 0.100.29
36Misc. subsidiary durable equipment 50.2 311.8 s.i80.90
9
6
81889; by 1929 and39 they ConstItuted 20 per cent of total
finished output.
This tremendous growth takeson added importance when
it is recalled thatpassenger cars and the larger electrical
appliances are commodities thatcan be sold in large quanti-
tics only when purchasingpower and the material standard
of living are relatively high.Moreover, to the degree that
their purchasecan be lY)stponed readily, their productionis
subject to rather violentfluctuations. If they makeup an
important segment of totaloutput, their fluctuations have
serious repercussionson the economy as a whole.
Other intragroup shiftsalso influenced themajor groups
during the long period.In recent decades therelatively
greater consumption ofprocessed foods and the marked rise
in drug, toilet,and householdl)repal-atious all helped to
maintain the share of the perishablegroup. In the semi-
durable group therelatively greaterproduction oF ready-
made clothing issuggested by the decline inthe relative
standing of the dry goodsgroup and by the relative stability
of the clothinggroup. The share of the shoegroup declined, that of lighthousefurnisliings increased.Within the con-
sumers' durable groupmany of the old-line commoditiesat least held theirown.
Notable in the producers'durable group is thelong term rise in the output ofelectrical equipment.From $7 million,
or less than .2 per cent ofaverage total output in 1879 and
1889, t rose to almost$800 million,or 2.3 per cent of average
total output in1929 and 1939. Together withthe increases in the output ofmachinery and of trucksand tractors, this
growth is chiefly responsiblefor the larger shareof the pro- ducers' durablegroup it1 recent decades.
t'arultions from Decadeto Decade
The measures thus farpresented are essentially ofdifferences between two stillphotographs_the one takenat the begin- fling of the period,the other at theend. To understand
14these differences we must examine the regularity and con-
tinuity of the changes through the decades. Werethey
gradual or erratic? How much did they vary from one decade
to the next? When were the greatestand smallest changes?
For this analysis successive ten-year averages withfive-
year overlaps, periodslong enough to damp cyclical and
random fluctuations yet short enough to reveal tilerelative
persistence of trends, are used. True, tile terminal yearsof
tile decades may fall in different phases ofbusiness cycles,
thereby failing to minimize the influence of cyclicalfluctua-
tions. But experimentation with other timeunits indicated
movements similar to those in thedecade averages.5
If the long run movements in total outputand in its com-
ponents and in the correspondingprice indexes were char-
acterized by constant or uniformly changing rates,tile lines
in Charts 2 and 3would either remain horizontal or move
upward or downward in unison. Butthey do neither. For
total output in current prices the per year rateof change is
less than 2.0 from the first to thesecond decade average;
rises to 6.7 for the interval 1894-1903 to1899-1908; declines
again to 5.5 during the flCXtinterval; resumes its rise to a
peak of g.o for 1909-18 to 1914-23;and becomes negative in
the last two decades (Table 4and Charts 2 and 3).
In view of the changes inprice levels, which in the past
have extended over longperiods and been pronounced
these movements are notunexpected. Indeed, as Chart 2
indicates, the rates of changein total output in current
prices and in the price indexof all finished commodities
have a closely related pattern,which suggests that fluctua-
tions in the latter contributesubstantially to fluctuations in
5 E.g.. when we used peak yearsof btis,ncscycles as iersniiial years and
stayed as close to decades as possible. weFotintl that the periods varied from
S to 12 years in length. The movementsof the averages for these periods
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Change per Year from One Overlapping
Decade to the Next in the Output of Finished
Commodities and in the Price Indexes
Output, producers' current prtcen
Prke inde,




















the former. How muchmay be seen by comparing the devia-
tions from themean rates of change for the entireperiod.
For total output incurrent prices the mean rate of changeis
3.67; the average deviationof the decade rates, signsdisre-
garded, IS 3.18; for theprice index the mean rate of change
iS 0.41 and the average deviation2.33. For output in 1913
prices the variability isgreatly reduced: froma mean rate of 3.20 the average deviationis only i.o8. Insome decades,
moreover, the fluctuation in theprice index exceeds thatfor
output in current prices;when price fluctuationsare elimi-
nated, the rate of changein output is reversed.For example,
the rate for totaloutput in current prices risesfrom the in-
terval 18q-19o8 to1904-13 toapeak in the intervalIqo9-18
to 1914-23; in 1913 pricesthe rate declines in theinterval
CHART 3
Change per Year from OneOverlapping Decade to
the Next in the Outputof Finished Commodities




































following 1899-1908 to 1904-13 and does not reachits peak
until the interval i 914-28 to 1919-28.
The rates for the four major commodity groupsshow
similarities as well as differences in behavior. First, asin the
case of total output in currentprices and in the price index
of all finished commodities, there is markedcorrespondence
between the patterns of output and pricestraced by the rates
for each group. Both sets (except prices ofperishable com-
modities) reach an early peak in 1894-1903 to1899-1908;
decline to a temporary trough in the next orsecond follow-
ing interval; rise to another and morepronounced peak in
1909-18 tO 1914-23 (except producers' durablecommodities
in current prices, which reach a peak inthe preceding in-
terval); and decline precipitously thereafter.
Second, since in tile output of all four groupsin current
prices, as in total output on the same basis,fluctuations in
the rates for the price indexes contributeappreciably to
fluctuations in the rates of change, the rates for outputin
TABLr 5
Arithmetic Average of Changes per Year from
Overlapping Decade to Overlapping Decade inthe
Output of Finished Commodities and inthe Price Indexes
C 0 N S U M L R S PRO- ALL FIN-









(Ui IPU1, I'ROUUCFRS CURRENT PRICES
Arithmetic avg. 3.52 3.30 4.70
Avg. deviation 2.74 3.60 4.12
PRICEINDEXES
Arithmetic avg. 0.56 0.33 0.22
Avg. deviation 240 2.85 1.76
OUTPUT, PRODUCERS1913PRICES
Arithmetic avg. 2.93 2.95 4.39
Avg. deviation o.87 1.15 2.57
Based on Table 4.S
i q iprices fi uct u atein uch less. However, the degreeto
which movements inthe p1-ice indexes make fordiverse pat- terns in the long termmovemeti ts of output inCurrent prices differs significantlyamong the four commoditygroups (Table 5). Therates of change in the priceindex of con-
sumers' durable productsvary least from decade todecade; and theconsequent reduction in thefluctuations of therates for consumers'durable outputin 1913 prices is smaller than for any othergroup. Despite thenarrower fluctuations of tile rates for eachgroup, the intergroup variabilityof output in 1913 prices ismarked. In the perishablegroup the aver- age deviation is especiallylow; and while theorder of in- creasing variability(perishable, semidurableproducers durable,conslinlers' durable) is thesame for output in both current and 1913prices, the range of theaverage deviations in tile latter isfrom o.q to 2.6; from2.7 to 1.l in the former. Finally, thepatterns of time rates foroutput in i13 prices and in currentp1-ices resemble eachother in varying degree. In the two durablegroups the fluctuationsare more or less parallel; in thenondurable groups thereare significant divergences. Consequently,the divergence intotal output 'S attributable chieflyto the perishableand semidurahic groups.
If theoutput of the fourcommodity groups eachhad changed at thesame rate from oneoverlapping decadeto the next, so that thegroups retained theirrelative positions,the percentage shareaccounted for by eachwould havere- mainedconstant. That this didnot happen indicatesthat important shiftsoccurred from decadeto decade in the shares (Table 6).Even for output incurrent prices, in which the similarityin the fluctuationsin the rates forthe price indexes tendsto make the rates ofchange inoutput similar, there are differencesin pattern; in1913 prices, the differ- ences among the fourgroups are greater.














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5percentage_occasione( by a relativeretardation oraccelera. don in the rate ofoutput of one commoditygroup_is neces- sarily accompanied byproportionate changes inthe others. Although we summal-jzethe majormovements in the shares of all groups,we believe that thegreater part of whatmay be termed the controlling changeshas its source in thedurable, i.e., that variationsin the shares of thenondurable reflect primarily changes inthe output of durablecommodities In currentprices the share of theperishablegroup hovered between57 and 59 per cent through19o4-l. Sizeable declines thentook place, especiallyfrom 1909.18to 1914-2 and from'qq-to 1919-28. Althoughin the final two overlapping decades,both of whichinclude yearsof severe depression, the shareof perishableproducts recov- ered somewhat, itdid not reacheven the I9o9-l3 level.In 1913 prices the lonitern, relative decline isaccentuated: from anaverage share ofq.6 for 187q.88,the perishable group fell almostcontinuously to47.7 by It) 19-28. The share of thesenhidurable grouptraces a less definite pattern. In current pricesit decreased slightlybut Witiiot interruption through'909.18, increasedslightly duringthe next two intervals, thendeclined further. Priceadjustments moderate even theselather mild fluctuationsA tendencyto decline still persistsin the share measuredin 1913 prices,but with theexception of the fairlysharp fallingoff from1924- 33 to 102918 thereare no large Overlappingdecade shifts. As indicated, themore significantas well as themore striking shifts inthe compositionof totaloutput are the increased sharesof the durablegroups, especiallyconsumers' durable. Incurien prices theaverage share ofconsumers' durable rose fromless thanlo per cent in theearly decades to more than15 in the later. Butthis substantialgain was not gradual. thegreater partoccurred in the singledecade 1919.28. For1909-18 theaverage share was10.9 per cent: for 19 19-28 itwas 15.2. Moreover,despite thesevere curtail- ment in productionduring thedepression of the1930's,
22consumers' durable commodities continued to average
about 15 per cent of total output. In 1913 prices the advances
are even more notable. After hovering around to per cent
through 904-13, the average share increased to almost 13 for
1909-18, to i6 for 1914-23, and for 1919-28, to more than 20.
Even though the ensuing i-elative decline was slightly more
marked than when measured in current prices, tile con-
sumers' durable gioup still averaged 17.5 per cent during
1929-38. Throughout the entire sixty years tile percentages
for the shares in 1913 prices are higher than in current prices
a reflection of a price differential in tavor of consumers
durable commodities. This was especially true during 1919-
28 when consumers' (lurahle commodities int q I 'pnces
constituted almost one-fifth of total output, although ill Cur-
rent prices they made up less than one-sixth.
The share of producers' durable commodities also gained,
but not as much as consumers' durable. Moreover, the gains
were spread fairly evenly; in the shares in current prices
there was a gradual rise from between 10 and I 1 to between
13 and 14 per cent of total output. Perhaps the chief feature
was that the peak shares were attaifle(l ifl the decades that
include the war years. After a slight decline the average share
settled at between 12 and 13 per cent. Although correction
for prEchanges does not affect the average share appre-
ciably, it does enhance the relative rise. Furthermore, in
1913 prices the share readied peak proportions not during
the war but immediately after, an indication that its war-
time increase in current prices was due chiefly to advances
in prices.
Shares o nondurable groups vary inversely, and those of
durable groups directly, with rises and declines in the rates
at which prices changed. Such negative and positive correla-
tion between the shifts in composition measured in 1913
prices and the rates of change in the price index of all
finished commodities (Chart 4), especially high for perish-
able and consumers' durable output respectively, indicates
23S
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924-331929-99that during periods of more sharply rising (or falling) prices
the output of commodities for which demand is more post-
ponable expands (or contracts) more rapidly than the out-
put of commodities for which demand is less postponable.
To summarize: until 1914 total output of finished coin-
modities did not change appreciably in composition. The
concentration of gain in the share of durable goods in1919-
28emphasizes how much large scale production of automo-
biles and electrical appliances affected the economy. The
great depression of the io's was the first major interrup-
tion to the long term rise in the relative importance of
durable commodities. Whether this interruption wasa
natural sequence of excessive acceleration in the 1920's or
the beginning of a period in which the durable groups will
not better their positionwar afl(lst-war activity excepted
is difficult to determine. Undoubtedly during the next
few years the composition of commodity output will be de-
termined largely by armament production.
Average Behavior during B usi ness Cycles
How did the output and price series behave during reference
cycles?6What were the average fluctuations and how well
6 Bemuse of the uncertain reliability ci our annual estimates before 1889
we confine our analysis to the thirteen complete cycles since that year. The
reference cycle dates, i.e., the turning points in the business activity of the
economy as a whole, established in the National Bureau stile!) of l)usinexs
cycles, give the Following trough and peak years: troughi89i, 1894, 1896,
1900, 1904, iqoS, 19lI, 1914, 1919, 1921, 1924. 1927. 1932, and 1938 peak-
1892, 1895. 1899, 1903. 1907. 1910, 1913. 1918, I92(J, 1t)2, 1q26. 1929. antI
1937. A full explanatiots of the derivation of these dates, together vith an
exhaustive treatment of the prohlems of business cycle measurenseIlt. will
appear in a National Btireau monograpls by Wesley C. Mitchell and Arthut
F. Burns: Methodsof Measuring Cyclical Behavior.
In interpreting our results the reader should keep in mind the limita-
tions of annual series, which are less trustworthy than eivartcrly or monthly
for revealing cyclical behavior. Mild contractions, For example, are likely to
be concealed when the secular trend is rising. Moreover, since annual series
average and cancel fluctuations within each )ear, both amplictide and con-




did the series conform to cycle turning poiiiis? \Vcrc there
any long term tendencies iii the aiiiplit ude of fluctuation or
in the apjaren t conformity?
The measures of amplitude and conformity with which
we attempt to answer these questions are nut difficult to
derive. In order that the series may be presented incom-
parable form, the values at the initial trough, the peak. and
the terminal trough of each reference cycleare expressed as
percentages of the average value for the entire cycle.7 The
differences among these percentages,or reference cycle rela-
tives, measure the total relative amplitude duringexpan-
sions and contractions. BittSiI1Cthe phases as well as the
complete cycles vary in length, the changes in the reference
cycle relatives must be placedon an annual basis before
meaningful comparisons of amplitude can he made.
Yet averages of per year changes failto measure the con-
sistcncv with which a series respondsto the beginning and
end of cyclical expansions andcontractions, as (lefined by
the reference cycle dates. For thatpt.:,ose we use the in-
dexes of conformity in the last columnsof Tables7. 8, andI).
which take account of direction butnot of magnitude. These
were derived, first, by crediting a series with± too for every
rise during anexpansion or decline during a contraction.
rjthtoo for every decline during anexpansion or rise
during a Contraction, and witho when there is no change:
and, second, by takingan arithmetic mean of all the entries.
The indexes for the completebusiness cycle are basedon
the total average swings.5 Theyare usually highet- than if
we had averaged the corresponding expansionarid contrac-
7 This is a simplified (ksaipiioiLFor example. to avoid overweighti,igthe
trough sears, the saluc for ca(h refercnctrough sear is given one-half
is-eight. for when cscles are measuredfrom trough to trough the terminal
trough of one cscic is alwass the initialtrough of the succeeding ciie.
S Separate jinlexesare corn IMI ted from the trough -to-i roughand fruitsI he
peak-to-peak sit ing. The hutal iiik-is in ant hunetic mean of theseparate






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tion indexes, because when total swingsare used, a series will
conform to the complete csde lint only when thereis con
formity during bothexpansion and contraction, but a Iso
when a per year rise during thecontraction is less than dur-
ing the eXpansion, or whena per year (leCilile (lilting the
expansion is less than during the contraction.
The behavior of' the output and price seriesduring the
thirteen complete cycles between i88qand 1q38 (Table)
confirms the conclusion obvious fromout' discussion of the
broader changes: thatas a whole the perw(1 is chai'acteri,ed
essentially by eXpansion ofoutput and rising prices. For
total output in ctli'rent andI q 13 prices and for the price
index of all Finished commodities,the (Iifferen(-es between
the average standing at trough andpeak years show that the
average increases from initial trough to peakarc unicli
greater than the declines from peakto tel minal trough.
Because most of theexpansions lasted longer than most of
the contractions, the relationsbetween rises and fallsarc
modified considerably whenchanges are measuredon an
annual basis. For totaloutput in current prices theaverage
rise remains slightlygreater than the average fall. For the
price index, however, the avel-ageper year change during
contractions exceeds that duringexpansions. Consequently
the removal of price fluctuationsaffects the amplitudes of
Output fl 1913 prices muchmore during contractions than
during expansions.
The total average Swings ofoutput in both current and
1913 prices are much wider than thatof the price index. For
output in current prices the swing isalmost three timesas
wide, and in 1913 prices (whichreflect the adjustment for
the swing in the price index),almost twice. Price fluctua-
tions thus account for about one-thirdof the average swing
of output in current 1)1_ices.
In a growingeconomydominated byexl)ansionsthlere
is some reason toexpect more consistency in tite risesof pm-
duction series duringexpansions than in tile declinesduring
28contractions. The behavior of the conformity indexes fulfills
this expectation. For output in current priccs there isper-
fect conformity during expansions butan index of only
+ 38 during contractions. A similar though less close corre-
spondence is revealed by the indexes ofoutput in 1913
prices.
Changes in the price index of all finished commodities,
however, consistently conform more closely duringcontrac-
tions, which suggests that prices may bemore sensitive to
these phases of business cycles.
During the complete cycle the conformity indexes differ
less than the measures of amplitude. The turning points of
all three series agree fairly well with reference cycle dates.
Even the conformity index for prices is fairly high; while the
index of + 84 for output in 1913 prices, which exceeds
slightly that for output in current prices, implies almost
perfect positive conformity.
Among the commodity groups the differences in behavior
are pronounced. The average rises in the durable groups
greatly exceed those in the nondurable. Theaverage de-
cline per year in the output of producers' durablecom-
modities in current prices is more than five times, and of
consumers' durable almost three times, that in the perish-
able group. That these are not merely differences inam-
plitude is revealed by the conformity indexes during
contractions. The index for producers' durable products im-
plies conformity in ii of 13 contractions, that for consumers'
durable in g. that for semidurable in 8, and that for perish-
able in only 6.
When total average swings per year are compared, the
durable groups show amplitudes two or three times as wide
as the nondurable. But the complete cycle indexes of con-
formity are high for all four groups. In fact, peris1able com-
modities conform most closely, which indicates not only
that there was conformity during expansions but also that,
29
Sa
althoughabsolutedeclines did not alwaystake place during
cOtltractioiis,re/a/we decl1csusually (li(l.
Not only(10tlic grouppi ie indexes change lesson the
average during reference cyclesthan the output ofcorres-
Pofl(ling groups incurrent prices, they also behavevery tlit- leicntly. The largestfluctuations, duringexpansions and contractiotas well as during the completecycle, are in the.
non(Iurable groups.Likewise, the conformityindexes for the nondurablegroups arc considerably higherthan for the
TABLE 8
At cragc Behaviorof the Percentage Shares(>1 output
13 Re/ci-eiic Cycles front1891 to 1938
A'} R-;L (.I1tN(;FI ((I ti.II0.X (II-(()\ l0RMIIy
ICR ii: tR Iliki \(; % (;.
RI I-I RI to; J\( k I. R FCL (:011)-
-(:011 -II Lxpa!1-Con - plete SIt)))(1:1(1 1(111VI. tRst0l IinCcle
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-f-3.6+5-31638 DtabIe +5.26.812.0 +s+16+6 I'rotlticers L)LInaI)!e +6.6 20.0+51+69+68
durable Itiscleat that thep1-ices of durableo:olnmodities LIStlahly respond lesssensitively and less(OliSistenthy to busi- ness c)cles than thepricesofnondurable.
i'hc effects ofinter-group differences inthe fluctuations of the price indexesare apparent in themeasures of output fl 1913 P11(es. Theat-cl-age pci- year risesare reduced in all gaouJ)s;the declines, in allexcept Consumers' (Iural)le.I-low- ever, sie these rcdtiotions are mw-ligreater for the non- (hirable gloups, titeinter_ui-on1) (lifferen(-esill ainpJitudal-c Wi(lenc.-1, Inclee(l. duringcontra(-tins 1)0thperishable and senhidural)le output riseslightlyper year after adjustmentsfor price changes, while durable declines considerably. The
total average swing of the pro(luccrs' dural)lc group is eight
times that of the perishable, and of the consumers' durable
six times.
To some extent the greater sensitivity of the dural)lc
groups to busifless cycles can he ascribed to the kinds of corn-
modi ty mci tided. Purchases of machinery and of consumers'
durable commodities are more likely to decline during de-
pressions than is the consumption of food and clothing.
Moreover, the fluctuations in the prices of the former arc
relatively small. The evidence in Table 7 points to little, if
any. price retitiction dii ring contractions.
The inter-group differences in amplitude arc reflecte(l
also in the behavior of percentage shares of total Output
(Table 8). In current prices the shares of the perishable and
semidurable groups decline during expansions and rise dur-
ing contractions; the reverse holds for the (lulable. The
shifts are especially great (luring contractions. Moreover, the
conformity indexes of the shares of the nondurable groups
during both expansions and contractions are negative, those
for the perishable considerably so. The conformity indexes
of the shares of the durable groups are strongly positive. Dw-
ing the entire cycle the widest swings are in the shares of the
durable groups, especially producers' durable; hut the con-
formity indexes for all groups have much the same relations
as do those measuring conformity (luring expansions and
contractions separately.
Differences in the relative behavior of the price indexes
are reflected in the shares of total output in i13 prices. In-
tensifying considerably the rises arid declines already w)ted
for the shares in current prices, they widen the average
swings. These increases in amplitude are not, however, ac-
companied by higher conformity. The propurt bus of ii)-
verse movements in the nondurable shares and of



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Changes in Be/iavio, iluungBusiness Cycles
Both the rises aiul declinesiii total output in (1IITCU Ipines
are greater, on the average, (luringthe six reference cycles
from 19!f to ithan during theseven from I 891 to i911
(Table q). Especially strikingare the differences in the de-
clines (luringcontractions: thevei-age dedine (luring the
Contract ions bout i 914 toiis almost five times that dur-
ilig earlier (Oiltra(tiofls. ihietotal average Swingper year
for the cycles 111)111i () ito i8 is more titantwice that for
the earlier cycles.
The avei'agt' swings inthe price index of allfinished tom- moditjes also (liffermai-ke(Jlveven ti,ore than thoseifl oLItJ)ut in J)ri(c'. J)Ilriiig 11w last sixreference cycles the average s'vim.per year is aluliost t tvcivetimes that during
the first SCena clear itidnation thatprices fluctuated more violently (luringrCctit cycles. Consequently,when changes 1n Output in u1 'prices are compared, thedifferences be- tween the seven-ti1(l six-cycleaverages are considerably
smaller. Thea' cl-age swing (luring themore recent cycles is only aboutone-low-tI1 greater than duringthe earlier.
Total output andthe price index ofall finishedcoin- inodities vary withlespect to changes in theirconformity to reference cycleturning points. Theconformity of output in current prices is slightlyhigher, of theprice index, con-
sidei-ablv higher, andof output inI9i3 prices, slightly lower,
(luring the last sixcydes. With thepossible exception ofthe iinprovcnidflt in the (OflIOrlitityof the price index,there is little evidence ofsignificatit changes.Yet when intensity also is measuredthe fluctuations,particrulat-ly inoutput in current prices and in theprice index of all finishedComniodi. tics, seem to beitiore violent (luring thelast six recent ref-
erence cycles tItan (luling theearlier seven. Foroutput in 1913 prices tli('greater intensity is lessmarked and iscon- centrated iii the declinesduringcontractions Too fewcy- cles are includedin the aerages to makedefinitis'e conclu-
3!sions possible, but this shift may l)C symptomatic of a tend-
ency toward more violent fluctuations.
The average swings per year for successive overlapping
combinations o three cycles ('l'able io) substantiate this
hypothesis. Even during the successive sets of pre-war cycles,
total output in current prices teflde(l to fluctuate more and
more violently, afl(I except during the three cycles from io
to 1919 and from iqi to 1932 the increase in amplitude
continued after the 1914-18 War. The swings in the price
index of all Finished coinniodities do not increase as much.
Slightly greater swings through the war are followed by vio-
lent swings, then by a return to relatively mild ones. The
removal of these fluctuations in prices is, o course, reflected
in the measures for total output in 1913 prices. During the
earlier cycles the swings arc fairly wide but follow more or
less the same pattern; then they narrow a1)prCciahlv. But be-
ginning with the cycles from iri .to i923, each three-cycle
average widens noticeably.
The factors underlying these changes in the pattern of
total output are better understood when tile behavior of the
individual commodity groups is examined. Do tile SwingS
widen in all four groups or in only one or two?
In current the output of all groups fluctuates more
during expansions and especially during contractions in the
six recent cycles than in the seven earlier. Average swings
per year more than double in thenondurable groups and
almost double in the durable. The increases in the ampli-
tude of the price indexes, however, are much less evenly (us-
tributed. Sizeable increases take place during expansionsin
the nondurable groups alone, and even duringcontractions
the increases for the nondurable groups are tar greaterthan
for the durable. Consequently, when average swings per year
are compared those inperishable and semidurable corn-
mnodities are much wider and those in consumers' and pro-
ducers' durable about the same.
In 1913 prices average per year changesin the output of
35the nondurablegroups are actually smaller during theex-
pansion phases of the six cycles from1914 tO 1938; whereas
the changes duringcontractions arc not only greater, but
are rises rather than declines. Theaverage swing in semi-
(till-able output is two-fifthsof that in the earlier, and in
,perisiiahie, only one-fifthan indicationof the more weighty
influence of price fluctuationsduring recent cycles. For the
durable groups, adjustmentsfor fluctuations in prices have
little effect on eitherset of measures. The averages for the
six cycles still exceed thosefor the seven, and in aboutthe
same proportions as those foroutput in current prices. So
far as total output in1913 prices is concerned, the durable
groups alone are responsible forwhatever tendency there is
toward greater fluctuations duringrecent cycles.
The conformity indexesvary less than do the direct
Uleasul-es of amplitude;moreover, they do not suggestcon-
sistently higher conformityfor the six recent cycles.The in- dexes of outputin current prices are slightly higherfor all
groups, except the consumers' durable,as are those of the
price indexes of thenondurable. The conformityof the
Pce indexes of the durablegroups is not good for either
set of cycles. In 1913 p1-ices theindexes of outputare con-
siderably lower for tilenondurable groups and shig1Liy
lower for the consumers'durable. For the producers'durable alone is there indicationof closer conformity.Thus with
respect to the closeness with whichthe turning points of the
four groups conformto reference cycle dates thedifferences between the cycles from1891 to 1914 and from1914 to 1938
are few and relatively small. Mostsignificant perhaps is the
less close conformity ofnondurable output in1913 prices
(hiring recent cycles. As inthe case of totaloutput, the major
(hifferences seem to be in theintensity of cyclicalfluctuations rather than in conformity.
Tile timing of tile changesrevealed by tileseven- and six-
cycle comparisonscan he approximated from thethree-cycle averages of tile per year swings(Table io). Foroutput in
36current prices it varies considerably among the four groups.
In the nondurable, sizeahic increases in the average swings
per year first appear in the three-cycle average from 1911 to
1921; thereafter the swings are consistently wider than in
any earlier set of cycles. In the consumers' durable group the
swings are fairly wide in the earlier sets, becoming wider
through the cycles from 1904 to 1914. In the next three sets,
one of which reflects the damping effects of the war on the
output of consumers' dttrable commodities, the swings are
narrower. Beginning with the average for tile 1919 to 1927
cycles, however, the swings become and remain extremely
violent. In pi-oducers' durable commodities the swings begin
more mildly than in either perishable or semidurable, but
with the cycle average from 1896 to 1908 they increase greatly
and remain consistently more violent than the swings in
any other groups. Not until tile 1919 to 1927 set ofbusiness
cycles are tile swings in producers' durable commodities
equaled by those in consumers' durable.
The average swings of the price indexes are less marked
and less diverse than those of output in current prices. In the
nondurable groups alone are tile swings during the post-war
cycles more violent, and even they diminish in violence dur-
ing the most recent cycles. The durable groups trace no well
defined pattern, and most of the average swings are relatively
mild.
The tendency nondurable outpttt in 1913 prices has to-
ward milder swings reflects tile more violent swings of tile
price indexes in the post-war cycles. In the durable groups,
on the contrary, amplitude is littleaffected by adjustments
for price changes.
Although an inquiry into tile factors underlying the dif-
ferences in the behavior of the measures of amplitude dur-
ing the more recent and earlier cycles is beyond the scopeof
this paper,9 a few observations that stein from the natureof






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the measures and fromour knowledge of the changing com-
position of the commoditygroups can he made. Since a low
index of COflIOlillityi1Ili)ILCS that the troughs and peaks in
a series match reference cycle dates only indifferently,there
is reason to expecta close relation between the degree ofcon-
formity and amplitude. Forexample, the lower indexes of
nondurable Output in1913 prices during the six recent
cycles explain tosome extent their flami-ower average swings.
Similarly, the higher indexesof nondurable commodity
prices as well as of the output of producers'durable ifl 1913
prices may explain In Part their wideraverage swings.
Nevertheless, differences incon lorwi ty do not explain the
wider average swing ofconsnmcm-s' durable outputtO 1913
Pes during recent cycles. Here, and perhaps thisis true in
considerable degree of producers'(lurable also, the explana-
tion may lie in the changingcomposition of the durable
groups. If we are correct inassuming that commodities like
passenger cars and the larger electricalappliances are espe-
cially sensitive to cyclicalmovements, then when theycon.
Stitute a major segment of thegroup in which they are
classifiedas they (toin recent years (Table )the fluctua-
tions of that groupare likely to be more violent. On thebasis
of this assumption, munchof tile intensjficatjc,n in theaverage
swings of coilsunlers' durableOutput (luring recent cycles
might be ascribed to thegreatly increased productionof new
types of consumers' commodities.Obviously, however, the
fluctuations in all timeminor groups ill tile (:onsurners' dur-
able group must be studiedl)eiore (lefluitiveconclusions can be reached.
We end this discussionof temporal changes inbehavior
during business cycleswith a fewcomments on changes in
tile percentage shares.As noted above, tileaverage shares of the durablegroups rise (luring expansions anddecline dur-
groups asscll as Comparisons with Oilierproductioti scrie' would here- (1Uired. Oiilv by such analyses andCoulpal-isolis cali the behavior ofthe broader groups be properly interpreted.
40ing contractions in all thirteen cycles, while the shares of the
nondurable groups move inversely. Correspondingmove-
ments characterize the averages for both the seven earlier
cycles and the six recent. During the latter, the fluctuations
in the percentage shares are much more marked, particularly
when measured in 1913 pricesa direct reflection, of course,
of the more violent swings in the OtitpLtt of durable com-
modities during the cycles from 1914 to 1938. The timing
of the wider swings in the shares of the durable groups paral-
lels that of the wider swings in output (Table io). The av-
erage swings in the producers' durable shares broaden
considerably as far back as the three-cycle average for 1900-
ii; but the wider swings in the consumers' durable shares
are essentially a phenomenon of the 1920's and 1930's.
Sum mary
i) Except for the Final decade, the period 1879-1939 was
characterized by a notable increase in the output of finished
commodities destined for (lolneStic consumption, whether
measured in current prices or adjusted for changes in prices
(a rough measure of physical volume). In 1879 total output
in current prices ws $3.1 billion, in 1913 prices, $3.8;fl
ig3it was $31.9 billion and $29.1 billion respectively. In
contrast to these increases of 94° and 770 per cent, popula-
tion rose some 260 per cent.
2) Differences in rates of growth among the commodity
groups caused the composition of total output to change ap-
preciably. Especially striking was the increase in the propor-
tion of consumers' durable commodities. From an average of
some io per cent of total output during the early decades it
reached an average of almost 20cent during the recent.
The percentage shaie of pi-oducers durable commodities
increased from about 10 to 13. In 1879 the two durable
groups combined constituted less than one-fifth of total
finished output; in 1939, almost one-third.
) The extraordinary increase in the output of durable
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commodities can be credited in large part to the devclop_
ineilt of the automotive and cletrical industries.
i) The increases in output were not spread evenlyover
the period or distributed equallyamong the four commodity
groups. The peak rates of increase occurred in the interval
i 8q- 1903 toi Sqq-i qoS and during thei 920's and were
concentrated chiefly in the durable groups. I)uring the
1930's there was a distinct leveling off.
Variations from one (lecade to thenext in the rates of
chane in the price index of all finishedcommodities at-c
closely related to the variationsin total output in current
prices and account fora large part of them. As a result, the
rates for total Output in It) 13 prices arenot only usually
lower than for output incut-rent prices. hut also are subject
to smaller fluctuiatioiis.
Price adjustments affected therates for Perisilalile and
scniidui-able output inI13 prices most, reducing consid-
erablv both the rates and theirariabihjty fromdecade to
decade; tile rates for consumers'dut-able output were least
affected.
The inverse relationship of theshares of the nondur-
able groups in i C) 13prices, and tile direct relationship of the
durable groups, with the risesand declines in the rates of
change in the price index of allfinished conimoditics inch-
cate that during periods ofmore sharply rising (or failing)
prices tile output of (-onimodities forwhich demand is more
postponable expands (or contracts)more rapidly titan the
output of commodities lot- which demandis less postponable.
The shifts in thepercentage composition of totalout-
put occasioned by the great depressionof tile 1930's inter-
rupted seriously for the firsttime the long tei-m rise in the
share of (lurable conullodhities
q) Total outputin 1)0th curl-cut and iqmp1-ices and the
price index of all Finished(o1nmodities fluctuated markedly
(luring the thirteencomplete i)tlSiness cycles sinceiSSq.
2Fluctuations in prices apparently accounted for about one-
third of the fluctuations in total output in current prices.
to) The turning points of both total output series, as well
as of the price index of all finished commodities, conformed
rather consistently to the business cycle dates.
ii) The four commodity groups behaved differently dur-
ing business cycles. The average per year advances an(l de-
clines, particularly the declines, in the durable groups were
much greater than in the nondurable. The indexes of con-
formity also were higher.
The intensity of fluctuation during business cycles
in total output and in the price index of all finished com-
modities tended to increase from 1889 to 1939, especially
during the six cycles froni 19t4 to i8. That of total out-
put in current prices, reflecting the influence of price
changes, increased most.
In current prices the average swings in the output of
all four commodity groups were greater (luring the six recent
cycles. In 1913 prices the swings of the nondurable groups
were narrower, partly because of poorer conformity to the
business cycle dates, Since the swings of the durable groups
alone widened, responsibility for the wider swings in
total output in 1913 prices lies with them. The wider swings
of the durable groups, especially of consumers' durable, maw
be attributed in part to the greater production of such com-
modities as passenger cars and electrical appliances.
The shifts in the composition of total output. great-
est during recent business cycles, reflect directly the violent
fluctuations in the output of durable commodities. The
shares of the nondurable groups usually decreased during
expansions and increased during contractions; the shares of
the durable groups usually behaved contrariwise.
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A P P E N D I X
The following OOLCS oil uURc and iiietluids areiiitende&l
chiefly to qualify the reliability of the cstimaics.'° More details
will be Stll)fl)itte(j in the volume 11(1W iiil)itPiiiittIo:1.
The Output of legal private enterprise alone is coscre(l.1' iii-
ished conitnodities ma(le illIllStittltiOIISiiid ill gV(rnmcIittI
establishments as vell as the 1)ro(tucts of illegalenterprises arc
not; in most years their output is probably relatively small.
Ifan ufat u red Coni ni odilies
The basic source on the pr1tictioii of nlantlfacturc(lcoinmodi.
ties is theCensus ofMall ufaetues ptiblished (ltcenniallv ft-urn
1879 to 1899, (Juifl(1ueflfliaflv h-oni i 89() 1(1I 919, and bicn,iia!l
since. Although the earlier voltinies give somewhat less(Ictail
than the later, the difficulties of classifying severalthousand
conimo(li ties as finished or uiifiiiislicd are notgi eater. In 1909, a
Census year with typical prol)lems of classification,27.1 per
cent of our total of finisheti manufactured (OflhIflo(litieSwere
originally classified as mixed (Finished and unfiuiishcd).Al-
though we had to approximate their allocationthere is not
necessarily a proIaIIc error of 27per cent in the 1909 total. If
theneterror of allocation reached plus or minus2)e1 cent, an
extreme assumption, our estimate would l)C affectedone way or
the other by as much as 6.8per cent. Hypothetical effects on
each major group can he calculated insimilar fashion.
I I'erichahlc
VSRJ5II(ix IS
'OF SI Ff1. ((,Sl SI (II) -10 1.51. III VI SVO( ID
lni.s (IkIia\.5Ij.j Ri SlIT FROSt 55
(:I.SssIrIrl) .55 MIXIl)I XI ki:Slr ERROR (Ii
IN Till. O$19 I0I.-SL.SIIA)C5iIfj\ 2';
7-7
10 The cstiinaes fur 1919-33arc tlesnihcd 11111% in Commodity Fhm' a)Id
Capital For,,,Clj,-),Z \'øt. One, Parts I and II; thefuInnicuts iii this
;ippldiiehlv to the years prior to 1919 and to theten Ia live estimates for tile









Total 27.1 68We allocated the rather large segment (>1 niixed (OlItIfloditieS
mainly on the basis of Census figures for materials constiiietl iii
n,anutacturitig and on data froni monographs and studies of spe-
cific industries. Special attention was givell such (OIflfliO(litIes a
flour and cotton and woolen WOVCfl goods, for they tend to reflect
changes in Coflstifliptiofl habits. For these and many others,
varying percentages were derived. Bitt CVCII for conuiiodii ies
whose allocation had to be based on constant percentages it is
not likely that the maximum error in any one year for any
single commodity is large. The percentage effect of such errors
on a minor group total is of course ninth smaller.
Tue occasional necessity of assigning the entire outputoliii-
dividual commodities to one or another of our groups led to the
inclusion of sonic commodities that do not, strictly speaking.
belong. This lack of precise cltssiIication was most marked in
the CoflSUfliCrS and producers' durable groups; for example. it
was not possible to segregate passenger carsused for busimmess
from those used for pleasure.'' However, even for the (lural)lc
groups the maximum net errors arising fromall (lefmciencies in
classification are probably too small to affect our measures
change seriously.
Census data seem to be roughly cotnparal)le from one year
to another. The raising in 1919 of thelower limit of coverage
of establishments from $oo to $5.000 hardly affects the com-
parability of earlier and later figures. The inclusion of neigh-
borhood custom and hand trades in1879and 1889 might seem
more serious; but our adjustmentsdesigned to exclude such
establishments in m88g on the basis of data for iSqqaccounted
for less than 3 per cent of the total outputof liflShC(l com-
modities. Even if the adjustments understateconsiderably the
output of small establishments,comparability would not be
appreciably reduced.
The limitations upon the accuracy of theintcrcensal data
cannot be dismissed so easily. Manyof the interpolating series
were compiled from pnxluctionfigures for appropriate ifl(ILIS-
tries given in various state reports. Eightstatcs--Pennsvlvania,
ii Ibid., Vol. One, p. 467, for an extemltte(l discmmsson of theseprOt)ICIflS.
45()hio, Massithuiset ts, Ness'Jersev,lissotirj, Connecticut,Rh(klC Island, and \'ltgin iac-t,ni1nlrd usablefigures for five ortnot-c
years; but the lack of data fiii the twogreat industrial States
of New Yot k and Illinois, theobvious regional deficiencies,an(l the use of industrto rein esent (OflhlflO(litjes, allP0i1U to
possible WCaknCSsN in thestate series.
Ad(litjonaj series Isere (JeER etlhoiii a wide variety ofSources, 1)0th g()vcrn ifleilt andprivate. Government sourcesincluded reports and special studies of theDepartments of Agriculture
Conitnerce, Labor,ii 0(1Interior,theIliterstate Commerce
Comfl)jssiolIthe Bureau of Cor1;oratjoiisthe Federal T1-a(le
Coinnjj5sjthi- Bureau of InternalRevenue, and the lTar
Industries Board;P" tc sourcCs i 0(1 uded industrial andcorn-
1il0(IIly nIollogra1)IIs. liadeass(}eiiutioll icicases. trade periodi-
(a Is. ai 1(1 1dM II ts) I (1)11 it )iil t ions.
We tested all seriesas thoroughly as we could by notingcare- fully the exten,iv(ness-ai,(lintensiveness ofcoverage, by exam-
ining changes in theratios of saniple to Census datafrom Cen- sus year to Census'ear, and by comparing indel)endentlyde- rived series wheneverpossible. 'Ihese tests indicatedthat the annual estimates for theyears afteri8gqfor most of the minor
commodity groups werereasonably dependableapproxinlatiotis of \-ear-to-vcarmovements. ForI$7gg9,and especially for i8q_ 89, the interpolationsweie less accurate. However,when the mi- I101 gtoup WelT 0 )lIll)inedinto major groups,even the estimates for these decadesscented reliable enoughtO be used in any amiahjs that (li(lnot (lenland exti-emnelsJ)rCcise flIeaStiTement
man ufa(1 U red Coin moditirs
Important in twogroups, foods and fuels,ululnnanufactiirecl
COflmfllo(Ijties il)Clti(le protluit-tsof farms, fishei-ics,mines, and for- ests, Most of theestimates were derived fromtil)Jications of the J)epartlllent of:griculttiie, the Ihticati OfMines, atid the Bureau of Fisheries.For agriculturalproducts a nit)nographj by Frederick Strauis andL. 1-I. Bean, Gro55lat-,Income, Indexes ofFarni Piodn(tjonandofFar,,, Pri(-e.f in i/u'Unilt'd S/alec, zco9,937 (L'. S.Department of Agricti!ttm,'leu1IlII(tl Bul- let iii 701. 1 he.91°). WitS eSJ)ecially ll('ll)litl.
Many of theest inmates lot-Iloimiimaflull;tctttre(l coinnioditics,although fairly good indicators of long term movements, are
less reliable than those [or manufactured, and may not measure
year-to-year changes accurately, especially before 1900. For-
tunately these less reliable figures are important in the perisha-
ble group alone, and hcre constitute only io to 15 per cent of
the total. Thus the consequence of even rather large errors
would not be ery great.
imports and Exports
Annual data are reported in considerable detail in Department
of Commerce and Treasury publications. Since for our adjust-
ment, exports had to be valued at producers' prices, thechief
task was to determine at what price level exports were reported
and the corrections required. The corrections affected the
minor group totals only slightly; indeed the entire adjustment
[or imports and exports made relatively little difference in most
minor groups.
Price indexes
So far as possible, price ifl(ICXCS were constructed for each minor
group. Most of the seriesentering into the group compilations
are from the wholesaleprice bulletins of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics; Some are from the President's Conference Commit-
tee Ion Railroads], the Bureauof Valuation of time Interstate
Commerce Commission, the Bureau of Corporationsthe Fed-
ei-al Trade Commission, the AutomobileManufacturers Asso-
ciation, and Senate Report 1934, Wholesale Prices,Wages and
Transportation (Finance Committee, 52d Cong., 2d Sess.,Part
V).
All the series suffer from defects inherent intheir origin.
Those from the Bureau of Labor Statistics aleusually list price
quotations for specific grades of commoditiesin specific geo-
graphical locations. Moreover, despite attempts toobtain quo-
tations on commodities qualitatively comparable overtime, an
indeterminate mixture of price and qualitychanges remains.
In some series from other sourcesforexample, the per "nit
price of automobiles, which we had to use forthe years before
1913we could notdifferentiate between price and quality
47changes. Yet it is unlikely ihat thesedefects, ubiquitousas they
are, seriously impair the usefulness of theIfl(ICXCS)2
Of graver import is the absenceof any price serieswhatever
for many commodities. %Vctried to Compensate, at least inpart,
by Using indexes of thechief materials that enter intoa com-
modity, for example, women'sdress goods torepresent Women's
dresses. This procedure (lidnot provide suflicicnt seriesto
ensure complete coverage, however,and for no minorgroup is there a series forevery comIlu)dity in it. For a few,enough series
are available to warrant anasstlnl1)tion of fair representative.
ness; but for many, includingmost of the durable groups, the
coverage is below 25 J)C1 cent and therepresentativeness ulcer- tam. Finally, foronie minor groups WC couldIlOt get any series at all; in190() such groups accounte(I for3.1 per cent of
the total value of sCtlji(lUrflbJe(OIfltno(lit ItS, 22.8 of
durable, and23.f of pr(xtucers' (lUrable. To deriveestimates in 1913 pticcs for thesegroups we had to resort to eitheran index for a related groupor an average index basedon all the other
minor groups within theapposite major group for whichwe had conipiledseparate indexes.
Thus the price seriesare not entirely satisfactory.Even for the years Since1919 the indexes for the durablegroups are none too reliable; for earlier'ears, especially before1913, they are less so. The othergroups also suffer ironsa relative scarcity of good series. However,despite the probabilitythat the price indexes andconseqIIent1' the estimates in1913 prices are sub- ject to a widermargin of error than theest inlates in Current
prices, we believe themto be fairly adequateindicators of the movements they are intendedto measure.
E51i,najes $iflcr1919
To makea continuous series formore than half acentury we supplemented the figures for1879-1919 byapproxiIflaIel) corn- parable data for1919-33 from Co,npnodjiFlow and Capital
Fornt,,ijon Volume One,Parts I and 11, andby tentative esti-
12 For a recental)prail of the 81_S vholt'sa1eprwc series see Saul Nelson, .- of the Valjtljtvat thelSIIi-tIof labor Stat istits I'iic lIl(lCtcl)ri.lte(t as .-)peaIdix I inThr Slrflfj ore of the.IlU(17((fliLrnno,,, (Natjoiial RcsoiircCo1ninitte,.939).
48mates for the years Since 1933. In extending our groupings to
the years since 1919 WC had to reclassify sonic commodities.
Adjustments eliminated the more serious discrepancies between
the two sets of estimates; those that remain can be approxi-
mated by comparing the two figures for each grotip shown for
1919 in Table i. Since the estimates for 1919-33 arc based on
the somewhat more detailed connuodity classification of recent
Census years. the later set is probably the more accurate, but
the differences ale small enough to warrant an assumption of
comparability.
The figures for the years since 1933 are little more than ten-
tative approximations. For the Census years 1935, 1937, and
1939 the estimates were made first by minor groups then sum-
mated into major groups; for the intercensal years 1934, 1936,
and 1938, by major groups alone.
Estimates of manufactured comiimodities for 1935, 1937, and
1939 were derived from rough tabulations of data from the
CensuSof Manufactures. Interpolations for 1934 and 1936
were based on the gross income of relevant groups of manufac-
turing corporations reported in Statistics of Inco7ne. For 1938
we used the Dun and Bradstrcet sales estimates of manufacturing
corporations (I)un's Review, May 1939), together with factory
sales of passenger cars and motor trucks compiled by the Auto-
mobile Manufacturers' Association.
Estimates of nonmanufactured commodities for 1934-39 arc
based on data on fat-ni income and on the value of products
retained for home coIisUIflptiOfl compiled by the Bureau of
Agricultural Economics, and on the output of anthracite coal
as reported by the Bureau of Mines.
The price indexes for 1919-39 are essentially those described
in Commodity Flow and Capital Formation (Vol. One, pp.
152-3). Although the indexes are modified somewhat by the
addition or dropping of a few series, their reliability as a whole
is not appreciably improved. For many minor groups, especially
those comprising the durable groups, the indexesremain in-
complete.
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